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Discussion 

The discussion rubric in our course syllabus includes a range of points. To be eligible for a high mark for discussion, you must respond substantially to at least two classmates' postings for each thread. 

Question 1 (of 1)
Ready for a virtual field trip? Follow this link to Austin City Limits. 
Choose two artists that you have not heard before, then watch and listen to their featured songs. 
Begin your post by mentioning the artists and the songs heard. 
Next, one at a time, describe them, and answer the following questions.
	What is the performance like? 
	How do the musicians act? 
	Does the music impact you? 
	Does it resemble music you listen to regularly? Why or why not



















Down the musical rabbit hole we go... 
Edward Jackson Send Email to Author
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Artist #1 – Monsters of Folk
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1.What is the performance like?
There were three guitarists, a drummer, and a keyboardist, all playing in the way of rock and roll. All the members were nicely dressed wearing suits. They kind of reminded me of the Beatles.
2.How do the musicians act?
The musicians acted pretty tame for a rock band. They were definitely jamming and getting into the music, jumping around and moving back and forth to the guitar riffs.
3.Does the music impact you?
I don’t usually listen to this type of music, but nonetheless I thought it was good. As far as how it impacted me, I’d say I wanted to jam with them.
4.Does it resemble music you listen to regularly? Why or why not?
I do not usually listen to this type of music, I like something called trip-hop, and it’s quite relaxing (many of the trip-hop tunes are trance-like, smokey lounge type music). Some of those bands are Mazzy Star, Massive Attack, Tricky, Mono, Blue Foundation, etc.
Here’s an example of trip-hop: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbe3CQamF8k

Artist #2 - Sarah Jarosz 
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